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ARTWORK



IN SEARCH OF MESÓN DE FIERRO, 2018 
EXHIBITION

The Argentine artist duo Faivovich & Goldberg presented at the Natural History Museum of Vienna (NHM), a new iteration of their project In Search of Mesón de 

Fierro, located within the museum’s historic mineral and meteorite exhibit halls. The NHM not only houses one of the largest meteorite collection in the world, but it also 

has the longest history dating back to 1751 evidencing more than 250 years of scientific research, recording, and observation. 

For the last twelve years, Faivovich & Goldberg have been developing an extensive research endeavor that revolves around the cultural impact of the Campo del Cielo 

iron meteorite, which fell in the distant plains of the Chaco region in Northern Argentina about 4000 years ago. One of these iron masses, known as Mesón de Fierro, 

the first meteorite ever reported from the American continent, was noted in 1576 by Spanish conquistadores who were escorted to the impact site by indigenous guides. 

The mass, estimated to weigh between 15 to 20 tons, was visited for the following 200 years, and then mysteriously vanished although many missions have attempted 

its retrieval. 

Since their first expedition to Campo del Cielo in 2006, Faivovich & Goldberg have embarked in the search for this missing mass. As they realized that their venture 

wouldn’t necessarily succeed in ground zero, they launched wide-ranging research in institutions, archives, and collections around the world, looking for traces linked 

to the history of the “lost” meteorite. In 2017, after years of countless adventures and travels, they found, in collaboration with curators at the NHM Vienna’s meteorite 

collection, a 19- gram fragment, with inventory number A18, that they were able to link back to Mesón de Fierro. 

In the context of this finding, the exhibition, curated by Daniela Zyman, serves as a platform where the enigmatic history of the Mesón de Fierro can unfold. 



In Search of Mesón de Fierro, 2018
Exhibition view

Natural History Museum, Viena, Austria



Mesón de Fierro (detail), 2018
Exhibition view

Natural History Museum, Viena, Austria



FAIVOVICH AND GOLDBERG: DECOMISO, 2018 
EXHIBITION

Faivovich & Goldberg: Decomiso is an installation-based exhibition at the Arizona State University (ASU) Art Museum by the Argentinian contemporary artist duo 

Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolas Goldberg. Since 2006, Faivovich and Goldberg have been engaged in an intensive and wide-ranging research project—A Guide 

to Campo del Cielo—that forms the basis of their practice. Campo del Cielo is located in northern Argentina and was the site of a meteor shower an estimated 4,000 

years ago.

Who owns the sky? Or for that matter, anything that falls from the sky? Certain indigenous groups such as the Australian Aboriginal Warrabri believe that a meteorite 

represents past, present and future realities, which are at once parallel to our own. Fallen matter has the power to compress time. The work of Faivovich & Goldberg 

questions how artifacts are rooted in time and place and who gets to place value on them. Their work brings into question the colonization of cultures and the theft of 

cultural commodities that often end up in the global markets.

Laboriously mining the particularities of a singular event, Faivovich & Goldberg illuminate broadly resonant themes—the dynamics between an object and its 

documentation, the inherent complexities of institutional histories and the complicated personal, cultural, and national relationships that develop with artifacts.

Since 2015, the artist duo has been in residence at the ASU Art Museum International Residency Program working at the Center for Meteorite Studies, the LeRoy 

Eyring Center for Solid State Science, and the ASU Design and the Arts Library. As a result, ASU features Faivovich & Goldberg’s first comprehensive show in the 

U.S.A, unfolding at three locations within the Tempe campus. Decomiso, on display at the ASU Art Museum, is centered around a government seizure of meteorites 

in the province of Santiago del Estero, Argentina. The artists convinced state officials and were granted access to index, classify and document over 400 meteorites, 

which resulted in the first enforcement of a neglected provincial law used in the confiscation. Focusing on the process of this event, the exhibition features an immersive 

experience into the meteorites’ phenomena with photography, video, sound, and ephemera.



May 11, 2016. Seized Campo del Cielo Meteorites at the State’s Attorney Office, Santiago del Estero, Argentina, 2016
ASU Art Museum, Tempe, Arizona



THE TOWER OF KNOWLEDGE, 2015 
EXHIBITION 

Since 2006, Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolás Goldberg have continued an extensive research endeavor that revolves around the cultural impact of the Campo del 

Cielo meteorites in Argentina. Through this case study, a continuous journey has led them from the crater-field to an ongoing program of wide-reaching fieldwork in 

various institutions in Argentina, Germany, England, the United States, and Spain, in which the artists’ approach to these iron masses includes bibliographical inquiry, 

archival research, and interaction with people who have been involved in the history of the region. For The Tower of Knowledge, they have created an experiential 

environment that explores these origins and illuminates the wonder and brilliance of the unknown and intangible found in nature.

Faivovich & Goldberg residency and collaboration with Arizona State University (ASU), a leading university in meteorite studies with the largest university-based 

meteorite collection. On the second floor gallery, 21 unique prints will be presented, furthering their current line of research with a new stage of their microphotography 

project that examines a meteorite acquired for this occasion on eBay by the ASU Art Museum. At ASU’s Center for Meteorite Studies, they have harvested new images 

from thinly sliced sections of the meteorite under a petrographic microscope, exploring and capturing the stunningly brilliant and mysterious silicate inclusions.

The first floor gallery is an all-encompassing installation that reveals an encounter with a 120-pound meteorite recently gifted to the artists by Dr. William Cassidy, a 

planetary geologist from the University of Pittsburgh, and leading scientist of the Campo del Cielo meteorite fall having conducted over a dozen field trips in the crater 

field during 1962-1972 and 2005-2007. Dr. Cassidy suggested a new approach to the understanding of the site and was thereby responsible for the unearthing of 

many multi-ton Campo del Cielo meteorites. The many-layered webs of connections created in this installation emphasizes the inherent necessities in collaboration as it 

crosses the boundaries between science and art, culture and politics.



The Tower of Knowledge, 2015
Exhibition view

Páramo, Guadalajara, Mexico



The Tower of Knowledge, 2015
Exhibition view

Páramo, Guadalajara, Mexico



Número 22, 2015
Pigment print on cotton rag paper
104 x 104 cm / 41 x 41”

Número 42, 2015
Pigment print on cotton rag paper

104 x 104 cm / 41 x 41”



Número 27, 2015
Pigment print on cotton rag paper
104 x 104 cm / 41 x 41”

Número 41, 2015
Pigment print on cotton rag paper

104 x 104 cm / 41 x 41”



DECOMISO, 2016 
EXHIBITION

Guillermo Faivovich (Buenos Aires, 1977) and Nicolás Goldberg (Paris, 1978) painted the front window of SlyZmud’s Gallery 2 opaque white, blocking vision from 

the street of their show Decomiso. On three shelves inside the also white gallery were placed photographs enlarged to life size of the meteorites confiscated during 

the raid of the Don Lolo ranch in the province of Santiago del Estero, Argentina. The artists were able to photograph the extraterrestrial rocks in the province’s District 

Attorney’s office in May 2016, when they assisted in the weighing, designation, and indexation of the four hundred and ten meteorites seized. In a file cabinet in the 

corner of the gallery were copies of the notarial acts certifying Faivovich & Goldberg’s participation in the procedure as visual artists and researchers rather than as 

experts. Decomiso also included video documentation of their works at the District Attorney’s office; the video was projected on one of the walls of the space that 

serves typically as SlyZmud’s back-room. The artists moved the works in the backroom to SlyZmud’s Gallery 1.



SlyZmud, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
Gallery front window view



Decomiso (Seizure) (detail), 2016–17 
253 digital C-prints, 253 file folders with notarized documents, file cabinet, storage racks 

Installation view
SlyZmud, Buenos Aires, Argentina 



Decomiso, 2016
Exhibition view
SlyZmud, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Decomiso, 2016
Still from video



A GUIDE TO CAMPO DEL CIELO, 2013 
EXHIBITION

The first gallery solo exhibition of Faivovich & Goldberg, comprises a survey of works created since 2006 by the Argentine duo in the context of their long-term project 

A Guide to Campo del Cielo. After their highly regarded exhibition “Meteorite “El Taco”” at Portikus, Frankfurt in 2010, project participation at MIT, Cambridge (2011) 

and their contribution to Simon Starling’s The inaccessible poem at Fondazione Merz in Torino (2011-12), their inclusion in dOCUMENTA (13) represented another 

highlight in the international attention that the work of the artists has been receiving for several years now.



Faivovich & Goldberg: A Guide to Campo del Cielo, 2013 
Exhibition view

Nusser & Baumgart, Munich, Germany



Territorio del Chaco, 2013
Cast iron

94.4 x 167.3 x 5.9” / 240 x 425 x 15 cm, 3700kg
Exhibition view 

Nusser & Baumgart, Munich, Germany



Mesón de Fierro, 2011
Acrylic on canvas 

 70.8 x 157.4”/ 180 x 400 cm
Exhibition view

Nusser & Baumgart, Munich, Germany



SIMON STARLING, THE INACCESSIBLE POEM, 2012 
EXHIBITION

Exhibition project conceived by Simon Starling, curated by Maria Centonze.

For the first time in Italy, the artist has personally designed an exhibition that combines some of his recent works with works by Faivovich & Goldberg, Mario Merz, Sture 

Johannesson, and James Nasmyth & James Carpenter.

Starling’s focus on the relationship between fact and fiction according to scientific investigation shifts to El Meson de Fierro by Argentinean artists Faivovich & Goldberg. 

In a new chapter of their extensive project A Guide to Campo Cielo—which addresses the manipulation of cultural and scientific information on the meteorites that fell 

to earth four thousand years ago—the two young artists focus on the now legendary missing meteorite El Meson de Fierro and the speculations and investigations its 

disappearance has prompted.



Los Hoyos del Campo del Cielo y el Meteorito, 2011
Inkjet wallpaper, silk-screen print, 25 framed silver gelatin contact prints

9.4 x 14” / 24 x 35.7 cm each
Exhibition view

Fondazione Mers, Italy



METEORITE “EL TACO”, 2010 
EXHIBITION

Four thousand years ago, northern Argentina was struck by a large meteorite shower that originated from the Asteroid Belt located between Mars and Jupiter. Well-

known to the indigenous communities that inhabited the region for thousands of years, the Campo del Cielo meteorites were first discovered by Europeans at the 

beginning of the colonial times in the 16th century. During the Space Race, scientific interest in the crater field led to consecutive excavations throughout the 1960s and 

the following decades.

In 1962 one of these meteorites, “El Taco,” a specimen weighing nearly two tons, was retrieved by a US Argentina joint expedition. The sample was loaned to the 

Smithsonian Institution for research and museum display purposes and subsequently cut in half at the Max-Planck- Institute in Mainz, Germany, through a complicated 

procedure that took more than a year. Since then, one half remains at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, and the other returned to Buenos Aires, where it is 

on display outside the Galileo Galilei Planetarium.

On September 21st, 2010, the two halves of “El Taco,” Teil II (895,80 kg.) and Teil IV (677,85 kg.), were reunited by Faivovich & Goldberg in Germany after being 

apart for almost 45 years. They were featured at Portikus in Frankfurt between Sept. 24th and Nov 14th during their exhibition Meteorite “El Taco”, and at the end 

returned to their original locations.



Meteorite “El Taco” (Planetarium side view), 2010
Archival pigment print

23.6 x 28.3” / 60 x 72 cm



Meteorite “El Taco”, 2010
Exhibition view
Portikus, Frankfurt, Germany

El Taco & Theodore, circa 1965, 2010
Archival pigment print

200 x 160 cm / 78.7 x 63”



Unsorted drillings, 2010
Archival pigment print
70 x 50 cm / 27.6 x 19.7”

El Taco at the Max Planck Institut, 1965, 2010
Gelatin silver prints

40.6 x 30.5 cm / 15.9 x 12” 



DOCUMENTA 13, 2012 
EXHIBITION

i. to see from the point of view of the meteorite

The riddle of art is that we do not know what it is until it is no longer that which it was.

Furthermore, art is defined as much by what it is, as by what it is not; by what it does, or can do, as by what it does not, or cannot do; it is defined even by what it fails to achieve.

One of the projects that did not come to fulfillment in dOCUMENTA (13) is the proposal to bring the second-largest meteorite in the world, called El Chaco, from the north of Argentina to 

a spot in front of the Fridericianum in Kassel, not far from Walter De Maria’s invisible yet present 1977 Vertical Earth Kilometer, for 100 days. This proposal, made by the artists Guillermo 

Faivovich and Nicolás Goldberg, was unexpected and rubbed up against our sense of being emplaced in the advanced digital age. It probably would have been the heaviest single object 

to have ever in history been transported by humans, from one point in the Southern Hemisphere of our planet to a distant point in the Northern Hemisphere, where it was intended to become a 

temporary point of reference and meditation on objecthood, time, and place. Although—compared with its weight of thirty-seven tons—rather small in size (about 240 × 220 × 200 cm), it could 

have functioned as a gigantic transitional object, temporarily shared by many people for the moment of its exhibition.1 This thirty-seven-ton rock, an object much older than Earth, a tiny fragment 

from a large meteor that collided with Earth’s atmosphere and shattered into many fragments, or meteorites, had come from much farther away in the universe and had fallen onto our planet 

thousands of years ago, pulled by gravity, sinking under the surface, where it remained, creating an energy field aboveground caused by the density of pure iron core present in its materials, 

until it was excavated in the twentieth century and left aboveground, naked to the elements, in a park near the town of Gancedo.

This project ran up against the opposition of some anthropologists and various members of the Moqoit indigenous community, who, as traditional custodians, did not all agree to its loan. Some 

felt that where nature had positioned the meteorite, there it should stay forever, according to a view of natural and cultural heritage and patrimonial rights. The opponents were surely also 

motivated by other valid social and political struggles—the fraught and violent history of the past generalized theft of indigenous lives, lands, and cultures during the colonial period and up to 

today in many parts of the world. Certain very legitimate rights conflicted with the imagination of the temporary togetherness that the meteorite in Kassel intended to create, and the project 

of shipping the meteorite to Kassel for dOCUMENTA (13) was interrupted, both by the artists and by documenta, whose aspirations were not those of dividing people, but rather of bringing 

people together through this object.

And what if we asked ourselves, beyond this irresolvable contradiction, what it was to see things from the position of the meteorite? It had traveled through vertiginous space before landing 

on Earth and settling. Would it have wished to go on this further journey? Does it have any rights, and if so, how can they be exercised? Can it ask to be buried again, as some of the Moqoit 

argue, or would it have enjoyed a short trip to an art exhibition, rather than a science or world’s fair? What shift in its inner life would its being emplaced temporarily in Kassel have brought—

being in one place, Kassel, and not in another place, for example, Argentina? What is this displaced position, generated by the perception of a simultaneous being in different spaces, where 

the collapse of time and distance provokes a new sense of what it means to be always in one place, and not in another place? A meteorite on Earth is, by definition, arrested motion through 

space, it is what remains of a collision. What kind of collision does the proposed motion to Kassel and arrest of that motion by the claims of place produce for documenta? What kind of cosmic 

dust links Argentina and Kassel in this collision of absence, or absent collision?

—Extract from an essay by Carolyn Christov-Bakargievfor for Documenta 13



The Weight of Uncertainty, 2012
Mass of molten iron, 3544 kg



First Encounter with El Chaco, June 1st, 2006
Video, 12 minutes 

First Encounter with El Chaco, June 1st, 2006
Stills from video



EDITORIAL PROJECTS



THE CAMPO DEL CIELO METEORITES, VOL. I: EL TACO 
DOCUMENTA (13), 2013

dOCUMENTA (13)’s first artist book records the first stage of a project by Guillermo Faivovich and 

Nicolás Goldberg. Since 2006, the artists have been researching Campo del Cielo, the field of 

impact of a meteorite shower that occurred in northern Argentina four thousand years ago. El Taco, 

one of those meteorites, was divided in half in a complicated procedure at the Max Planck Institute 

in Mainz, Germany—halves which have since been located in Washington D.C.’s Smithsonian 

Institution and Buenos Aires’s planetarium.



THE CAMPO DEL CIELO METEORITES, VOL. II: CHACO 
DOCUMENTA (13), 2013

On occasion of the artists commission for dOCUMENTA(13), the book documents the arduous 

2-year-long process that stemmed from their proposed transport of the 37-ton “El Chaco” meteorite 

from Campo del Cielo to Kassel, to be exhibited in front of the Fridericianum Museum during the 100 

days of the exhibition, which involved the participation of several local and national-level institutions 

of Argentina and Germany.



ARTISTS ON WALTER DE MARIA 
ARTISTS ON ARTISTS LECTURE SERIES, 2017 
DIA ART FOUNDATION

Dia Art Foundation’s Artist on Artist Series offers a platform for contemporary artists to reflect on their 

practice and voice their thoughts about an artist in Dia’s collection or program history. 

The essay is adapted from the original lecture format delivered at Dia: Chelsea. Faivovich & 

Goldberg’s revisit an evening of readings that brought together the caretakers of The New York Earth 

Room and The Broken Kilometer and share their efforts to locate The Vertical Earth Kilometer.



CRITICAL TEXT



LA COSA SOLA (SPANISH VERSION) 
BY ALAN PAULS*

¿Quién fue? ¿Quién lo hizo, y por qué? Así empezó El Taco: como un whodunit. Iniciados en la mitología del espacio —como más de una generación— por el charme 

supersonicoide del Planetario de Buenos Aires, dos artistas visitan el descascarado ovni esférico diseñado por Enrique Jan, se detienen más de lo debido en la mitad 

de meteorito que finge montar guardia a la entrada, olvidada sobre un pedestal de vulgar hormigón, y empiezan a preguntarse lo que se preguntaría cualquiera, 

detective o no, que aún se resistiera a confundir los signos de interrogación con ganchos para perchas. ¿Dónde está la otra mitad? ¿Quién lo cortó? ¿Cuándo? 

¿Por qué? Algunos años después, en octubre de 2010, el caso parece resuelto y cerrado: el herrumbrado centinela del Planetario yace junto a su media naranja 

en Portikus (Frankfurt), uno de los espacios de exhibición de arte contemporáneo más prestigiosos de Europa. Resuelto o no, el caso, sin embargo, no ha hecho 

más que abrirse. Para cerrarse, por lo pronto, ha tenido antes que estallar, multiplicarse, declinarse a través de un complejo hojaldre de dimensiones que sólo una 

Cosa tan fuera de lugar como un meteorito, carne de otra carne, deseada por dos artistas menos apegados a las cosas que a la aventura, podía conjurar en forma 

simultánea: persistentes fantasmas de infancia, astronomía, física, imaginario de ciencia ficción, geopolíticas institucionales, políticas de estado científicas, ideologías 

patrimoniales... hasta llegar al Arte. En algún sentido, ese zigzagueante itinerario terrestre, poblado de accidentes demasiado humanos, parece reproducir a escala, 

en proporciones extenuantes pero mensurables, la marcha inconcebiblemente larga que el meteorito tuvo que completar desde que nació, hace unos 4.5 mil millones 

de años —en la misma sala de partos que un coétaneo prometedor más tarde conocido como sistema solar—, hasta que irrumpió en la atmósfera de la tierra, unos 4 

mil años atrás, y para estupor de chañares y vizcachas (o como se llamaran sus precursores) se desplomó en el territorio de lo que hoy es la provincia de Santiago 

del Estero. Sin embargo, lo que Guillermo Faivovich y Nicolás Goldberg exhibieron en Portikus entre septiembre y noviembre del año pasado no fueron exactamente 

las respuestas con que resolvieron el whodunit, ni la investigación polimorfa que llevó hasta ellas, ni las derivaciones político-institucionales que produjeron. Lo que 

exhibieron fue la Cosa sola: las dos mitades del meteorito enfrentadas en el punto central de un paralelepípedo blanco, amplio (13 metros por 8), de piso de 

cemento alisado y paredes completamente peladas, iluminado desde arriba de un modo tenue y homogéneo. Todo lo demás (básicamente, los cinco años que los 

artistas llevan trabajando en Una guía para Campo del Cielo, el proyecto de investigación sobre el yacimiento de meteoritos homónimo del que El Taco — como hace 

unos años la primera estampilla 3D de la filatelia argentina, impresa con el retrato del Chaco, otra vedette de Campo del Cielo— es sólo una parte) quedaba afuera,

en uno de esos offs reservados e influyentes que presionan invisiblemente sobre lo visible para transformarlo de manera radical. (Durante la muestra, de hecho, “todo 

lo demás“ estaba disponible en The Campo del Cielo Meteorites Vol. 1. El Taco, un libro formidable coeditado por Documenta 13 y Hatje Cantz que los visitantes 

podían consultar si la curiosidad los empujaba hasta los ejemplares sembrados por los artistas en el entrepiso de la galería.)

Imposible eludir los efectos de ese display minimalista, como de jardín japonés. La decisión —cuyo filo brilla particularmente en el marco de un proyecto cuyos 

responsables se piensan a sí mismos más como “favorecedores“ o “médiums“ que como agentes de intervenciones drásticas— convertía al meteorito en eso que David 

Birnbaum, director de Portikus, describía bien como un “ready-made cósmico“. Desnuda, sin documentación ni fotos ni textos que la apoyaran, explicaran o 

reconstruyeran su historia, su calvario, su razón de ser, la Cosa parecía aislarse y sufrir una contracción, y ensimismarse en una densidad artística extrema, tan terca y 

apretada como los casi 1600 kilos de hierro-níquel (con sus incrustaciones de silicato-grafito) que informaban su composición mineral. En el acto (de mirarlo, pero 

también de mirarnos), el meteorito se volvía el colmo de la Cosa artística: una escultura. Sin embargo, lejos de “normalizarla“, ese status artístico parecía profundizar 

toda la potencia de inquietud que acechaba en la Cosa. En primer lugar, desde luego, su condición extranjera, de primer exterior, de Cosa de Otro Mundo. Y ésa 

fue quizás una de las varias y raras lecciones tangenciales de la muestra de Goldberg y Faivovich: haber resucitado, en la escultura como noción y sobre todo como 

experiencia, una función altamente perturbadora que parecía aletargada: una función de Cosa. Es decir, una cierta configuración de silencio, quietud, distancia y 

mirada donde se hubiera dicho que el sentido se esterilizaba — mientras el cosmos parecía deletrear el viejo axioma de Frank Stella: “what you see is what you 

see“— pero el aura, al mismo tiempo, nos interpelaba como nunca antes. Como escultura, El Taco actualizaba dos viejas y nobles perplejidades benjaminianas: por un 



lado, la presencia de una lejanía (ahí, ante nosotros, una Cosa única, inédita, venida desde un más allá difícil de imaginar, expectante como un testigo que tiene un 

par de cosas en la punta de la lengua); por otro, la disponibilidad total de lo que es y será siempre inalcanzable (una Cosa muda, a la vez entregada y hermética, 

que los visitantes podían tocar, los niños escalar a gusto y los new agers someter a sus subrepticios testers energéticos, pero en la que nadie ni nada podrían dejar 

jamás huella alguna). “Cosa de otro mundo“, por supuesto, es un pleonasmo coloquial. Toda Cosa es por definición Cosa de otro mundo. Ser de otro mundo es 

precisamente lo que la define como Cosa (y lo que la separa definitivamente de ser un “objeto“). Lo enseñan, casi diez años antes que Lacan, que dedicó al 

problema la mitad de su seminario VII, Christian Nyby y Howard Hawks, director y productor respectivamente de The Thing from another world (1951), una fábula de 

ciencia-ficción clase B que, fiel al zeitgeist de la Guerra Fría, alucinaba la enésima amenaza bolchevique bajo el pretexto de una Cosa sin ser ni forma ni nombre que 

se descolgaba del cielo y exterminaba uno a uno, en riguroso orden, al elenco entero de científicos de una misión asentada en el Polo norte. En el caso de El Taco, 

más que atemperar su condición alienígena, la artisticidad de la Cosa la recortaba y depuraba al límite, atribuyéndole la misma limpieza de líneas y el mismo grado 

de disonancia visual que Stanley Kubrick (otro gran dealer de narcoespacio al que sucumbieron oportunamente los niños Goldberg y Faivovich) le atribuye al famoso 

monolito que alborota ese paisaje de rocas y simios en la secuencia inaugural de 2001 Odisea en el espacio (sólo que el anacronismo aparece deliciosamente 

invertido: en el film de Kubrick, la Cosa contemporánea pervierte un contexto prehistórico, mientras que el contexto hiper contemporáneo de Portikus acogía en son de 

paz a una Cosa tan arcaica como el sistema solar). Ready-made cósmico, pues, pero al cuadrado: porque esa Cosa de la “naturaleza“ que se volvía arte al 

implantarse en el espacio de la galería ya había sufrido antes una mutación primera, análogamente vertiginosa, al cruzar la frontera que separa al otro mundo de 

éste. Duplicidad fatal y hasta traviesa de la Cosa: ¿qué es metáfora de qué? ¿La galería de arte de la atmósfera terrestre o la atmósfera terrestre de la galería de 

arte? ¿El arte del cosmos o el cosmos del arte? Pensándolo bien, todo se veía un poco doble en Portikus. Empezando por el meteorito mismo, exhibido en dos 

mitades que por lo demás, aunque era verosímil que pertenecían al mismo Todo, estaban lejos de ser idénticas. Una tecnología de avanzada, más precisa que 

ecuánime, las había separado en 1965 en el Massenspektroskopische Abteilung del Institüt Max-Planck für Chemie de Meinz, Alemania. Una mitad había vivido 

medio siglo en los Estados Unidos, al amparo del confort y la temperatura rigurosamente monitoreada de los depósitos, laboratorios y salas de exposición del 

Smithsonian Institute (la institución que a principios de los años ‘60, vía una negociación no siempre ejemplar, consiguió que la Argentina le cediera El Taco en 

préstamo): era un poco más grande que su otro yo (unos 120 kilos) y lucía brillante, impecable, bastante vital (lo que no es poco decir para un ente de casi cinco mil 

millones de años). La otra era opaca, como suelen ser los parientes pobres, y mostraba los signos de deterioro naturales infligidos por una vida azarosa, con un séjour 

de siete años no muy concienzudos en el museo de Mineralogía y Geología de Buenos Aires y treinta y ocho de intemperie en el entorno húmedo y verde y 

desidioso del Planetario del arquitecto Jan. En Portikus bastaba detectar al vuelo esas diferencias de clase para que palabras como “reunificación“ o “reintegración“ 

—desde 1990 tan alemanas, y tan evocadas a propósito de Meteorit “El Taco“— sonaran de inmediato a wishful thinking. En efecto, parte del proyecto de Goldberg y 

Faivovich consistía en “reunir“ esas dos piezas que la indolencia o el cipayismo argentino, la avidez científico-colonial norteamericana y las desigualdades 

tecnocientíficas entre Primer y Tercer Mundo habían condenado a un exilio estereofónico. Pero una parte no menos importante fue presentarlas en la imposibilidad 

misma de reunirse, exhibiendo en el centro del centro, como la Cosa de la Cosa, digamos, la distancia que impedía (que impediría siempre) que las dos mitades —

como las que postula la alegoría de los dobles divididos en El banquete de Platón— volvieran a componer el todo que alguna vez habían formado. Son sesenta 

centímetros de distancia. Es decir, nada. Pero cinco centímetros menos y el piso de Portikus habría colapsado, desfondado por el peso de una sobredosis de masa 

insoportable. Faivovich y Goldberg volvían a su papel de meros eslabones: no fueron ellos quienes decidieron la distancia entre mitad y mitad, sino el ingeniero que 

calculó los posibles efectos del meteorito sobre la estructura de la galería si las dos partes, como se suponía que sucedería, se acercaban hasta tocarse. Pero los 

artistas no disimularon; no travistieron “de arte“ lo que se imponía como una exigencia o una amenaza física. Se atuvieron a esa distancia límite, el casi de una 

reunificación asintótica. Así, si al minimalizar el display habían optado por “autonomizar“ la obra, o en todo caso por desplazar los pormenores de su historicidad 

hacia una instancia segunda (el libro), menos evidente, y librada a la iniciativa del espectador, se diría que sólo lo hicieron para reinscribir la historia de manera aun 

más radical, en la medida en que se hacían eco de la distancia dictada por lo real de la Cosa: como abertura, espaciamiento, hiato, como lo que hace que la obra 

no pueda ser Una más que como simulacro invisible, afantasmada en esa réplica de fibra de vidrio, liviana como un papel pero fiel al tamaño y la forma del meteorito 

original, que los americanos, una vez que la piedra volvió al Smithsonian desde Alemania, donde la habían cortado, enviaron a la Argentina junto con la mitad que le 

correspondía. El “fracaso“ del proyecto (la imposibilidad de “reconciliar“ las dos mitades) reinscribe en la Cosa el litigio, la



controversialidad, el largo reguero de equívocos, tensiones y desigualdades que la estrategia minimalista de exhibición parecía confinar a la trastienda de la galería, 

y la Cosa, no sin ironía, vuelve a hacer justicia a la recóndita etimología jurídica que la sacude y la hace vacilar. La Cosa, tan tautológica, tan satisfecha de sí, se 

vuelve causa, motivo de debate y de disenso.

* Alan Pauls was born in Buenos Aires on April 22, 1959. He worked in film and literary criticism. He is the author of the novels “The modesty of the pornographer”, 

“The colloquium”, “Wasabi” and “The past”. He also published the essays “Manuel Puig. The betrayal of Rita Hayworth ”and“ The Borges factor ”. He also wrote the 

scripts for the films “The enemies”, “Sinfín”, “The era of the ñandú”, “The censor”, “Private lives”, and “Impossible”. In 2003 he received the Herralde Novel Award.
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Four billion five hundred sixty-eight million years 
ago our solar system was born. The detritus of that 
creative act led to the creation of the asteroid belt, 
where even today chunks of metal orbit the sun in 
an area between Jupiter and Mars. Fifteen million 
years ago, a random collision in that zone sent a 
112-metric-ton mass hurtling towards our young 
planet. On the way, it broke into smaller pieces, 
and one of these, weighing 1,993.8 kilos, came to 
rest in 2000 BC in a country eventually known as 
Argentina. 

Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolás Goldberg 
have recorded the meteor’s continued journey in 
their artists’ book The Campo del Cielo Meteorites 
– Vol. 1: El Taco, published on the occasion of this 
exhibition. To summarise: ‘El Taco’ was ‘discovered’ 
in 1962 (its presence had been noted centuries 
before), sent first to the Smithsonian in Washington, 
DC, then to the Max Planck Institute in Mainz 
in 1965, where it was measured, photographed, 
documented and eventually sliced in half. One half 
was returned to Argentina – where it has been on 
public display in one form or another since 1967, 

but largely forgotten and entirely undocumented – and the other was sent back to DC, where it 
was promptly put into deep storage and hasn’t been seen since, though slim sections (removed 
in the 1960s) have been studied.

While their general interest lay in all of the area’s meteorites, the artists’ curiosity regarding 
El Taco was piqued upon discovering only the one neatly sliced half of it, left outside rather 
unceremoniously in the garden of the Galileo Galilei planetarium in their hometown of Buenos 
Aires, slapped over with anticorrosion paint. A search ensued for the other part, leading to the 
detailed collection and documentation of this astonishing object’s terrestrial history, a history that 
reflects global political and social realities as well as scientific and philosophical development, 
reaching back to the time of the Pampas Indians and then the Spanish colonisers, and later into 
the history of modern US/Argentinean relations. 

For Portikus, Faivovich and Goldberg have reunited the two halves, placing the objects 
on the floor at a distance wide enough to walk through. This reunifying alone is already a poetic 
gesture – especially in this country, where the object was on show for this year’s Day of German 
Unity celebrations, on October 3, and more so because Mainz, where the meteor was divided, is 
only 42km away – but the magnetic pull of the masses themselves is something beyond poetry, 
gesture or even reason; to touch an object older than the Earth itself is something unfathomable. 
One side – the one that has been outdoors – is the colour of oxblood, nonreflective, smooth to 
the touch. The other is silver-grey with patches of what appears to be rust; it seems more jagged, 
but the flat surface of its separation scar is smooth, polished, reflective.

The show and the vast amount of collected data and archival material raises questions 
about institutional responsibility, about art versus science, methods of exhibition, politics, history, 
international relations, exploitation… But frankly, however interesting the resulting debate, 
absolutely none of it matches the raw power of the object itself. Its presence at this institution is, 
for lack of a better description, a miraculous event whose every recorded step and scientific or 
logistical explanation makes it not less so but more so. Unfortunately, the thing about miracles is 
that they make everything around them seem insignificant. Amanda Coulson

Guillermo Faivovich & Nicolás 
Goldberg: Meteorit ‘El Taco’

Portikus, Frankfurt am Main

25 September – 14 November

           

This fall, visitors to Portikus in Frankfurt am Main are faced with two halves of the 

meteorite, El Taco. One half is rough and rusted, the other suave and glossy. They clearly 

belong together but their origin and sub-sequential division is not obvious. The exhibition 

and accompanying book, which is produced by the dOCUMENTA 13-team, gives the account 

of how El Taco, a part of a 800-tone mass asteroid fell to earth around 2000 BCE, landing 

in a crater field called “Campo del Cielo” – Field of the Sky – in Northern Argentina. Artists 

Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolás Goldberg have done extensive research on the meteorites’ 

discoveries in Campo del Cielo. 

Part Of The Process
B Y  J O H A N  L U N D H

Above – Teil II meets Teiv 

IV, Portikus, Frankfurt/Main, 

September 21st, 2010.  

Courtesy: the artists.

Right – Arrival of Teil IV 

from Argentina to Portikus, 

Frankfurt/Main, September 20th, 

2010. Courtesy: the artists.

Arrival of Teil II from U.S.A 

to Portikus, Frankfurt/Main, 

September 21st, 2010.  

Courtesy: the artists.
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and beer and other fluids find their 
way into the pictures. Naturally the 
rejection of an artistic subject and 
the embrace of a sort of peinture 
automatique, in which chance plays 
a major role in determining the image, 
have become program points here. 
But that gesture of wiping the studio 
floor goes even further in its in-your-
face nonchalance: Painting is be- 
ing tossed on the floor and dragged 
through the dirt, and this gesture, 
in the punk-style trash poetry of its 
concrete manifestation, is at least 
potentially formulating its own con-
ceptual turning: away from the notion 
of the Great Painter as a refusal of 
even critique itself, a scornful over-
fulfillment of a project that itself has 
long since coagulated into a stan-
dard reflection on the medium.

And this is precisely the stand-
point from which the second stage 

of Müller’s painting process can perhaps be understood as well—that 
is, the part that begins after the canvas has been stretched on its frame. 
On these variously prepared canvases, he now begins to draw almost 
classically. And so he takes a step back, placing himself at a distance 
from the picture that beforehand had been virtually generating itself; 
and then, with a marker, say, draws little circles around apparently 
arbitrary spots in the scooped-up paint structure of the canvas, as in 
Stretch Your Arms (all works 2010). On the completely untreated 
canvas of Manche (Some), one can even make out, amid a thicket of 
bright, squiggly lines, a classic still-life painting motif that seems to be 
putting up quite a fight against taking shape as an object: a flower 
vase. But the picture that has gone the furthest on this road toward 
figuration is Adidas. Here, among several circles, two delicate but 
clearly recognizable faces emerge. One might see this second level that 
often enough just scrapes by on the threshold of cliché as a sort  
of “inconsistency” with regard to the rigorously conceptual, self- 
reflexive, and material-based procedure in the first step, as a watering 
down of what is finally a concisely formulated deconstruction of the 
painterly. One might also, however, interpret Müller’s excursions into 
the terrain of classical painting quite differently: as yet another quite 
conscious contamination, this time of an august conceptualism that 
in its repudiation of the direct and expressive has itself taken refuge in 
the realm of the sublime. But then these tiny interventions that plumb 
the depths of the most banal traditional subjects drag the pictures 
back onto the solid ground of factuality. It’s only here that things can 
really start to get dirty.

—Dominikus Müller
Translated from German by Oliver E. Dryfuss.

FrANkFurt 

Guillermo Faivovich &  
nicolás Goldberg
POrTiKUs

Entering the Portikus exhibition hall, you walked directly toward a 
solitary dark boulder, split in half down the middle. The boulder is 

about a yard across, knee-high, and jagged as a nugget of lava. But the 
split edge is smooth and perfect. Its precision distinctly shows that this 
cut was carried out deliberately, with carefully calibrated instruments. 
And while one half looks rusty and a bit weathered, as though it had 
been outdoors a long time, the other has a metallic sheen; it seems to 
have been sheltered from the elements.

Though this boulder, which constituted the entirety of the show 
“Meteorit ‘El Taco,’” is the work of Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolás 
Goldberg, the Argentine artists did not sculpt the stone themselves. 
On the contrary: They brought back together—insofar as possible—
the two parts of a meteorite, known as El Taco, that scientists had 
sliced apart. This was the first time in forty-four years that the two 
halves have been reunited. El Taco’s story was recounted through 
letters, archival materials, photographs, and reports in a book that 
accompanied the show but also formed part of it. The meteorite 
landed in the north of Argentina four thousand years ago, in a region 
known as Campo del Cielo (Field of the Sky), and was discovered in 
1962 by a farmer plowing his field. The United States and Argentina 
retrieved the find together, and the Smithsonian Institution set about 
cutting it up in order to study it. After two thin slices were sawed out 
of its center, one of the leftover halves went on display in the front 
garden of a planetarium in Buenos Aires, while the other was put into 
storage at the Smithsonian.

Goldberg and Faivovich have been visiting Campo del Cielo for 
nearly five years. It was almost by accident that they learned about the 
halved meteorite—and it was no easy matter to reconstruct the story 
of its origins. The spectacle presented by these reunited halves not-
withstanding, and despite all the lobbying it took to bring them 
together, Faivovich and Goldberg see the show as only a way station 
in a much larger project, “A Guide to Campo del Cielo,” which 
includes, for example, a plan to convince the Argentine postal service 
to issue a commemorative stamp bearing one of the artists’ holo-
graphic images, as well as the work they envisage for the next Docu-
menta in Kassel, whose artistic director, Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, 
edited the book. It was Daniel Birnbaum, on the other hand, who ini-
tiated this show, having become familiar with the project thanks to 
Simon Starling, Faivovich’s teacher at the Städelschule in Frankfurt. 
Starling’s own practice, in fact, provides a precedent for the strategy of 
using an object to provide the grounding for a process whose aesthetic 
appeal can be seen in its history—a strategy that clearly makes sense 
once one has accepted the notion of using archives, history, and arti-
facts for artistic ends. Faivovich and Goldberg consider their project, 

Guillermo Faivovich  

& Nicolás Goldberg,  

El Taco, 2010, iron  

and nickel, two 

halves, each approx. 

23 5⁄8 x 51 x 63". 

Stefan Müller, Stretch 

Your Arms, 2010, 

oil and marker on 

canvas, 67 x 55". 
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by Sarah Demeuse

FAREWELL 

TO NATURE
Using technologies old and new, artists are creating images 
of the natural world that offer dazzling visual effects and 

challenge our understanding of the environment.  

CURRENTLY 

ON VIEW

Work by Eduardo 

Navarro and 

Daniel Steegmann 

Mangrané in the 

2015 Triennial, 

“Surround Audience,” 

at the New Museum, 

New York, through 

May 24. 

SARAH 

DEMEUSE is a 

writer and curator 

based in New York. 

See Contributors 

page. 

Faivovich & 
Goldberg: Number 8, 
2014, pigment print 
on cotton rag paper, 
41 inches square.

TOWARD THE END of Jean-Luc Godard’s Adieu au 
langage (Good-Bye to Language), 2014, a dog—by now 
practically the protagonist of the 3-D film—runs around in 
a wooded area. We perceive trees from the dog’s perspective 
while images of bright red leaves, many of them, speckle the 
frame and appear to drift out of the screen toward the audi-
ence. The autumnal scene achieves a level of visual realism 
that feels almost excessive: the incredible detail with which 
Godard captured the leaves paradoxically makes them dif-
ficult to focus on. The swirl of foliage strained my perceptive 
capacities, and I found my stereoscopic vision starting to fail. 
To make sense of the forms onscreen, I was forced to watch 
with one eye at a time.

The sequence in the forest can be interpreted in a variety 
of ways. Turning leaves are, of course, a standard trope signify-
ing transformation and the passage of time. Throughout the 
film, leaves are also depicted floating and sinking in various 
bodies of water—imagery that has a metaphorical resonance 
with the broad questions about symbolic communication and 
human relationships raised by the film’s narrative and voiceover. 
However, Godard’s depiction of the natural world—created 
with cutting-edge digital cameras—struck me as the key aspect 
of Adieu au langage. As much as a treatise on human society, the 

film is a visceral manifestation of how technological develop-
ment informs representations of nature.

Though in his mid-80s, Godard may still have his finger on 
the pulse of contemporary culture in this regard. The relation-
ship between human perception, technology and the natural 
environment has been repeatedly tested and stretched in recent 
art. Thanks to the use of advanced imaging equipment, artists 
are representing the inside of natural matter, thus challenging 
our everyday understanding of a leaf, a water droplet, a stone or a 
forest. Some of the most striking examples of this approach take 
as their subjects the environment of South America, or physical 
artifacts that originate there. While frequently collaborating with 
scientists and other experts, the artists I consider here ques-
tion what we actually know about the “natural” world, how that 
knowledge is acquired and, ultimately, how people might interact 
with the ecosystems they inhabit. 

FOR HERBARIUM AMAZONAS (2014), Berlin-based Chris-
toph Keller collected various leaves in the Amazonian forest of 
Brazil’s Upper Rio Negro region. He brought the small collection 
back to his studio and created high-resolution scans of the foli-
age. He then enlarged and printed these scans, creating images 
that are larger than a human body and which occupy nearly the 
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Faivovich & Goldberg 
SLYZMUD

In the vast and various field that is the debate about appropriation, 
histories are unearthed and identities bear fruit. What happens then, 
when an artist proposes to co-opt massive rocks that have fallen from 
the sky, unseen and unrecorded? Who lays claim to them when they lie 
on a monotonous terrain with just an empty horizon in sight? When 
the artist duo Guillermo Faivovich and Nicolás Goldberg planned to 
displace a 4.5 billion-year-old meteorite from Campo del Cielo in 
Argentina for Documenta 13 in 2012, the Moqoit First Nation, for 
whom the rock and the place were sacred, protested and the work 

was withdrawn. Instead, the artists 
presented a large plinth made of oxi-
dized iron, a monument of omni-
present absence, an empty pedestal 
awaiting some spectacular or alien 
arrival. While theorists since the 
Romantics have called upon art to 
“render the invisible visible,” the 
magic trick that manifests the myste-
rious, Faivovich & Goldberg extract 
the inaccessible from the solid, mak-
ing, as it were, the visible invisible. 

Two years later, in 2014, more 
than four hundred meteorites, con-
fiscated by the state attorney’s office 
from a local estate—where they 
would have been harvested by mete-
orite hunters, smuggled and sold on 
the black market—were being stored 
in an inconspicuous back room. 
The artists managed to convince the 
authorities to allow them access to 
the interstellar outcasts in order to 
have them weighed, classified, and 
indexed. The result was the artists’ 
exhibition “Decomiso”—Spanish for 
“seizure” or “confiscation.” A sterile 
maze of white metal racks amid white 

walls displayed 253 unique digital C-prints, each indexing a named 
meteorite against a bureaucratic blue background. “All artists seize,” 
writes critic Javier Villa in the exhibition text. “They recover materials 
from obscure and unclear origins, whether they are revealed from 
intuition, unheard historical facts, unexpected science or anomalous 
views on politics.” In cleaning, measuring, naming, and photographing 
each rock, the artists gave these anonymous objects an independent 
ontological status.

The meteorite, which existed prior to human thought, occurs on a 
cosmic time scale: It is not bound by law or ethics. Once pictured—
photography “began, historically, as an art of the Person: of identity, 
of civil status,” as Roland Barthes said—the meteorite becomes an 
earthly object, replete with character and quality. It is transformed from 
a cosmic readymade to a copy, photographed on generic and bureau-
cratically blue carpeting, subject to human power structures. Calculat-
ing a meteorite becomes a conceptual gesture, a way of mirroring our 
hubristic desires. Though individualizing them zooms us out of our 
anthropocentric outlook, offering the rock its own subjectivity, the rock 
is not, on its own accord, able to make the decision, Who am I and 
where do I belong?

The artists based their system of indexing on the objects’ current 
location, a unique number, and the location of confiscation, changing 
the meteorites’ geological framework from deep time to a procedural 
contemporaneity, and finally into an artificially preserved site. Faivovich 
& Goldberg function as border control: They cast the process of clean-
ing, scraping, inscribing, and weighing as a kind of initial screening; 
the photographing of each meteorite as biometrics; the storage of the 
rocks in fuel drums coated in anti-rust paint and welded shut as a stamp 
of entry; and the exhibit as a settlement. The vast field of appropriation 
suddenly becomes contoured, with gradients and incalculable trigo-
nometries. The exhibition, then, was not centered on the photographs 
themselves; the photographs become tangential references to the 
objects’ physical presence. In this, the show captured the meteorites’ 
paradox of invisible visibility. 

A separate building housed a video, Patio Santiagueño, 2016, which 
documented the cataloguing process, as well as a lunchtime gathering 
of the state attorney’s friends, who begin singing the folk songs heard 
on the soundtrack. As if music, somehow, were the only human 
medium that might bridge the distance between the indefinite origins 
of the meteorite and its demarcated destiny. 

—Himali Singh Soin

NEW DELHI 

ranjani Shettar
TALWAR GALLERY

Echoes of the natural world reverberated through Ranjani Shettar’s 
solo show “Bubble trap and a double bow.” Some of the works were 
reminiscent of the gossamer skeins of a spiderweb; others, of lichen 
covering the forest floor. In How long before another turn, 2016, deli-
cate nets spun out of polyester threads and studded with molded wax 
beads were suspended between gray gallery walls. These fragile bead 
constellations with their warm tones of pink, yellow, and orange threw 
delicate shadows, creating a complex interplay of tangible and immaterial 
lines in space. This effect recalled an earlier work by the artist, Just a bit 
more, 2005–2006, which was included in “On Line: Drawing through 
the Twentieth Century,” curated by Catherine de Zegher and Connie 
Butler at the Museum of Modern 
Art, New York, in 2010–11. 

Curvaceous, sensual shapes 
twirled and pirouetted with ease in 
another work on display, Rema-
nence from last night’s dream, 
2011–16. These floating forms 
thumb their nose at gravity, their 
seeming weightlessness belying the 
heavy rosewood from which they 
are fashioned. Evocative of Miró’s 
quixotic doodles—but ones that 
have jumped off the paper into the 
air—or notations in a musical 
composition, they hearken to their 
own inner beat. Bright-orange 
protuberances spring from their 
dark, glistening surfaces like fila-
ments of fungi from the bark of a 
tree. While the care that Shettar 
has lavished on the wood is evi-
dent, she does not shy away from 
revealing the material’s fissures 

ranjani Shettar, 

Remanence from  

last night’s dream, 

2011–16, rosewood, 

lacquered wood, 

pigments, 72 ×  

50 × 35".

Faivovich & Goldberg, 

Decomiso (Seizure) 

(detail), 2016–17, 

253 digital C-prints, 

253 file folders with 

notarized documents, 

file cabinet, storage 

racks. Installation 

view. Photo: Javier 

Agustin Rojas.
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FAIVOVICH & GOLDBERG

Since 2006, Guillermo Faivovich (b. 1977, Buenos Aires, Argentina) and Nicolás Goldberg (b. 

1978, Paris, France) have been engaged in an intensive and wide-ranging research project —A 

Guide to El Campo del Cielo— that forms the basis of their practice. El Campo del Cielo is located 

in northern Argentina and was the site of a meteor shower an estimated 4,000 years ago. Faivovich 

& Goldberg combine the roles of scientist, historian, and anthropologist to realize projects that 

offer new ways of seeing and experiencing the terrestrial results of a long-ago cosmic event, as 

well as thinking about its historical and cultural significance. Over more than a decade, the duo 

has produced a diverse body of work that includes installations, sculptures, publications, as well 

as videos and photographs. In 2010, the artists created an exhibition that brought together two 

halves of El Taco, a meteorite from El Campo del Cielo, that had been separated for nearly 45 

years, allowing visitors to walk through and around the reunited masses. More recently, they have 

used microphotography to produce images of thinly sliced sections of a meteorite that reveal 

dazzling, multi-colored silicate inclusions. Laboriously mining the particularities of a singular event, 

Faivovich & Goldberg illuminate broadly resonant themes—the dynamics between an object and 

its documentation, the inherent complexities of institutional histories, and the complicated personal, 

cultural, and national relationships that develop with artifacts. Faivovich and Goldberg currently live 

and work in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

CURRENT AND UPCOMING

Researchers in residence. 

Museo Rosa Galisteo de Rodríguez, Santa Fe, Argentina 

2018 - 2019

Solo exhibition  

Mesón de Fierro: Towards the XXII Century, United Nations, Vienna, Austria 

March 14 - September 12, 2019

Group exhibition 

Mundos Alternos: Art and Science Fiction in the Americas, Queens Museum, NY, USA 

April 7 - August 18, 2019

SOLO EXHIBITIONS AND COMMISSIONS

2019 Mesón de Fierro: Towards the XXII Century, United Nations, Vienna, Austria 

2018  In search of Mesón de Fierro, Naturhistorisches Museum, Vienna, Austria 

  Decomiso, ASU Art Museum, Phoenix, Arizona, USA  

  arteBA, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

2017 Bienal Sur, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

2016 Faivovich & Goldberg: Decomiso, SlyZmud, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

  Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju, South Korea 

2015 The Tower of Knowledge, Páramo, Guadalajara, Mexico 

2014 Campo del Cielo at Colección Guerrico, Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Buenos Aires, 

  Argentina 

2013 Mercosul Biennial, Porto Alegre, Brazil 

  A guide to Campo del Cielo, Nusser & Baumgart Gallery, Munich, Germany 

2012 documenta (13), Kassel, Germany 

2010 Meteorite “El Taco”, Portikus, Frankfurt, Germany 

2006 Retrato de La Sorpresa y los meteoritos que ya no están en Campo del Cielo, Piguem  

  N´Onaxa Provincial Park, Campo del Cielo, Chaco, Argentina

GROUP EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS AND PERFORMANCES

2019 Mundos Alternos: Art and Science Fiction in the Americas, Queens Museum, NY, USA 

  Páramo| GNP ArteCareyes Film & Art Festival, Careyes, Mexico 

2018 Soon Enough: Art in Action, Tensta konsthall, Stockholm, Sweden 

  Prima Materia, LACASAPARK, NY, USA 

2017 Parte 11: Homenaje a Baigorria, Malba Museum, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

  Ephemeropterae #9, Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary, Vienna, Austria 

  Mundos Alternos, Pacific Standard Time, California Museum of Photography, UCR, US 

  Working for the Commons, Casco Art Institute, Utrecht, the Netherlands 

  Sesión Extraordinaria, Antiguo Congreso de la Nación, ArteBA Dixit, Buenos Aires,    

  Argentina 

2015 Faivovich & Goldberg: recent work, PAOS y Casa Taller José Clemente Orozco,    

  Guadalajara, Mexico 

  UTOPIEdocumenta, Stadtmuseum Kassel, Germany 

  Under Construction, Páramo, Guadalajara, Mexico 

  Arte, Justamente, Simposio Internacional de Teoría sobre Arte Contemporáneo (SITAC XII),  

  Mexico City, Mexico



2014 tc: temporary contemporary, Bass Museum of Art, Miami, USA 

  Numero, Art Basel: Positions, Miami Beach, USA 

  Territorio del Chaco, Art Basel: Public, Miami Beach, USA 

  On The Road, Palacio de Xelmirez, Santiago de Compostela, Spain 

  Traces, Peter Blum Gallery, New York, USA 

2013 Faivovich & Goldberg on Walter De Maria, Artists on Artists lecture series, DIA: Chelsea,  

  New York, USA 

  Una guía a Campo del Cielo, lecture at Sanberg Institute, Amsterdam, Netherlands 

2012 Resonance, Goethe-Institute, New York, USA 

  Presentación de Vol.II: Chaco, lecture at El Fogón de los Arrieros, Resistencia, Chaco,   

  Argentina 

  Ultimas Tendencias II, Museo de Arte de Buenos Aires, Argentina 

2011 The Inaccessible Poem, Fondazione Mario Merz, Torino, Italy 

  Estación Experimental, Centro de Arte Dos de Mayo, Madrid, and LABoral, Gijón, Spain 

  Collision 2: When Artistic and Scientific Research Meet, MIT, Cambridge, USA 

2010 Presentación de Vol.I: El Taco, lecture at Universidad Torcuato Di Tella, Buenos Aires,   

  Argentina 

2009 Reading and Composing A Guide to Campo del Cielo, CCS Bard College, NY, USA 

  Proyecto secundario, Colegio Goethe, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

2008 When Kittens become Cats, conference at Frankfurter Kunstverein, Frankfurt, Germany 

2007 Sello postal “Chaco”: First Day Issue, Correo Central, Buenos Aires; Postal Palace, Rosario;  

  Fiesta Nacional del Meteorito, Gancedo, Chaco, Argentina 

2006 Fotografía Contemporánea, Ruth Benzacar Galería de Arte, Buenos Aires, Argentina

RESIDENCIES

2018-2019 Research residency. Museo Rosa Galisteo de Rodríguez, Santa Fe, Argentina 

2015  ASU, Arizona State University, USA

COLLECTIONS

  Jumex Collection, Mexico 

  ASU Art Museum Collection, USA 

  BESart Collection, Portugal 

  Caraffa Museum Collection, Argentina 

  GAIA Collection, Mexico
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